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The Hawks looked outside the college ranks for their two first-round picks in Thursday’s NBA Draft.

The Hawks got a 7-footer by trading up one spot to take Brazil center Lucas Nogueira with the 16th overall pick. They then
used the 17th overall pick to take German guard Dennis Schroeder.

Nogueira was taken by the Celtics, who obtained the pick from the Mavericks before sending it to the Hawks. He is currently
averaging 5.4 points, 3.3 rebounds and 1.1 blocks in 13.3 minutes playing for Aesfa Estudiantes Madrid of the Spanish ACB
League.

The 20-year-old Nogueira, who weighs 225 pounds, is nicknamed ‘Bebe Gigant’ meaning Baby Giant.

Schroeder, 6-1, 168 pounds, currently plays for the New Yorker Phantoms Braunschweig in Germany’s Beko League. He is
averaging 11.9 points and 3.3 assists in 24.7 minutes in the league where he was an all-star.
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Posted by TheMonger at 9:34 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Schroeder and Larkin!!!! I LOVE these picks, those are the two I really wanted so bad. The Hawks KNOW what they are doing
now, thanks to Danny Ferry!!! Schroeder's NBA comparison is Rajon Rondo, and is suppossedly the steal of the draft. He
has SO MUCH potential, as only a 19 year old. His speed and quickness are second to none, and he dominated the
German league of grown men as a 19 year old as was the best player in the league. Larkin is just a beast, and the next Tony
Paker. The kid is just a flatout basketball player. Good shooter as well. The Hawks really did their homework, and Danny
Ferry is really started to make me a believer. Atlanta Spurs, here we come!
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Posted by BernardNorwood1 at 9:34 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

#1

Posted by 45cop at 9:34 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Uhh....what just happened? Was underwhelmed by the Schroeder pick until the comparisons to Rondo and all the props this
kid has been given. 

Then was confused by also excited about the pick of Shane Larkin. Hey, why not take the two guys you like best? 

Now I hear Larkin's rights being traded to Dallas. For who/what? Nogueira?

Posted by 45cop at 9:36 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I don't know anything about a supposed trade up to the 16th spot. Where did that come from? 

In the meantime, what is the trade with Dallas involving?

Posted by jarvis1975 at 9:36 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

A black German.

Posted by 45cop at 9:36 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Boston picked Nogueira...not Atlanta. WTH, CViv?

Posted by TheMonger at 9:37 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Also, don't know what is up with the article title. I guess C-Viv is having a nice glass of red wine tonight :). Hawks take Dennis
Schroeder and Shane Larkin, not Nogeuira and Schroeder, per C-Viv. Nogeuira, the Brazilian, went with the 16th pick, the
one just before the Hawks first.
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Posted by HBLWWClyde at 9:38 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Schroeder wasn't suppose to be there at 17. I would have loved to have Jamaal Franklin though.

Posted by TheMonger at 9:41 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

The Hawks backcourt will feature Larkin, Schroeder, Lou Williams, and John Jenkins for sure, as they are the guards with
garaunteed contracts. Plus Al Horford. NOOOOOOOOOO!! Just heard Danny Ferry is giving away Larkin to the Mavs!!????
What is Ferry doing? I was just complimenting him. We better get Dirk for this, or it is not even worth it. This is Barry Larkin's
son we are talking about, the Hall of fame shortstop. Not saying this garauntee's him success in the NBA, but those genes
don't come around often. Pray and hope this trade falls through Hawks fans, or Ferry changes his mind...

Posted by Rev-In-Tampa at 9:42 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Big Ray,

C-Viv is correct. Crazy trades with Dallas, Boston and Hawks. Dallas wanted out of the first round to free up cap space to
pursue D12.

No trades are official so the picks are being reported on ESPN without acknowledgement of the trades. Very confusing.

Posted by HBLWWClyde at 9:43 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Atlanta Hawks get Lucas Nogueira's draft rights and Jared Cunningham

The Dallas Mavericks will give up on their chances of stashing a player in Europe and take point guard Shane Larkin to
provide some much-needed depth at point guard. Darren Collison was a disappointment in his first year with the Mavericks,
and the team eventually ended up starting Mike James at different times. Larkin could have a chance to play right away.

For the Hawks, they move up and grab Lucas Nogueira out of Brazil. Nogueira is a guy they can either stash overseas or
bring over and develop behind Al Horford to create an incredibly deep defensive front line. Picking up Jared Cunningham
gives them a prospect to develop at point guard now that Devin Harris is a free agent. Cunningham was the 24th pick in the
2012 draft.

Posted by DawgNight at 9:43 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

You guys have to actually watch the DRAFT....ATL worked a deal for 16th pick and traded the 18th pick.
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NBA RULES means that ALL trades must be APPROVED by league office. Therefore teams must pick for other teams.
Unlike NFL which generally reflects current team pick.
It's really dumb process , but how it is. If league denies your trade, then you are stuck with a guy someone else wanted to
pick. 
Really confusing!

Posted by DawgnIT at 9:44 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Lies!

Posted by Bird_ at 9:44 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Larkin traded to Dallas.

Posted by TampGator1 at 9:48 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Who cares about the NBA.........boring game to watch. And I wish college football started tomorrow.

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 9:50 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Where is this info coming from. I'm watching the draft and see nothing concerning the trade.

Posted by TheMonger at 9:50 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Okay, just found out Hawks trade Shane Larkin, for Nogueira, and I have calmed down considerably. I actually really like that
trade now, as we have a great young PG and a great young C to work around, something we seriously lacked. I really like the
7 foot Brazilian's athleticism, and the way he fits into the modern NBA game so well. He may be even better than NeNe, and I
actually think he may be, because he is much quicker than NeNe, and still has that 7 foot frame. Really liking these Ferry
picks. A 7 foot, quick, aggressive Brazilian who dominated international competition, and the next Rajon Rondo with Dennis
Schroeder, who dominated the grown men German league, as a 19 year old kid, and was unarguably the best in the league.
Espn even said he will be the steal of the draft in 5 years. Danny Ferry got 2 of the best 3 (per Espn) available at pick 16 and
17, you can't do much better than that, and I would have picked both of them over Plumlee any day of the week. Like the
international approach as well. If you can play ball, you can play ball. Simple as that.
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Posted by TampGator1 at 9:51 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Wow......Barry Larkin came out of baseball retirement to play point guard for the Dallas team. Suddenly, the NBA is
exciting.......wow. A 50 year old point guard and hall of fame baseball player.....now a point guard. Can't wait for see him
scoop up a ball in the hole and fire a bullet to the hoop for 3 points......GO BARRY........

Oh.....it is his son.....back to boring NBA.

Posted by bigsammyk at 9:52 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

Nogueira was drafted by Boston and traded to Dallas. Good Lord the AJC is terrible...

Posted by TampGator1 at 9:52 p.m. Jun. 27, 2013
Report Abuse

I hate the NBA.......and even I know to go to ESPN.com to get all the trade details.
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